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Definition
●

●

Computer security is the protection of computer systems
from the theft and damage to their hardware, software or
information, as well as from disruption or misdirection of the
services they provide.
It includes controlling physical access to the hardware, as
well as protecting against harm that may come via network
access, data and code injection.
[Source: Wikipedia]

There is always an example
●

●

The latest issue of comp.risks (see
http://catless.ncl.ac.uk/Risks/30/54) mentions the
Triton attack on an industrial system in the Middle
East.
According to
https://www.securityweek.com/triton-malware-explo
ited-zero-day-schneider-electric-devices
it exploited a zero-day flaw in devices used to
bring an industrial process to a safe state.

Lesson for the SKA
●

●

●

Triton “has the capability to scan and map the
industrial control system to provide reconnaissance
and issue commands to Tricon controllers”.
“Once deployed, this type of malware, known as a
Remotely Accessible Trojan (RAT), controls a system
via a remote network connection as if by physical
access”.
We don’t want that to happen to the SKA.

There is always an(other) example
●

●
●

In the same issue of comp.risks, we read that
“three NSA exploits previously leaked by The
Shadow Brokers have been tweaked so they
now work on all vulnerable Windows 2000
through Server 2016 targets, as well as
standard and workstation counterparts.”
Yes, this means Windows 10 too.
Remote command and control injected through
an SMB (Server Message Block) weakness.

Aren’t we lucky to use Linux!
●
●

●

●

●

No.
https://www.samba.org/samba/security/CVE-2017-7494.ht
ml
describes a vulnerability in Linux SMB support.
CVE-2017-7494 has been in all versions of Samba since
3.5. It was reported in Nov 2017.”
It allows “a malicious client to upload a shared library to a
writable share, and then cause the server to load and
execute it.”
Not the first Linux CVE (Common Vulnerabilities and
Exposures), nor the last.

There is always an example
●

●

●

●

We were worried about the Intel Management
Engine (IME).
This is an independent computer on recent
Pentium chips which can exert complete
control over the Pentium.
There is nothing that software (BIOS, OS,
library, application) running on the Pentium can
do to prevent the IME seeing or altering any
data. This is deliberate.
You cannot disable the IME completely without
completely disabling the Pentium.

A Christmas present
●

●

●

●

Meltdown is a hardware vulnerability affecting Intel
x86 microprocessors, IBM POWER processors, and
some ARM-based microprocessors.
It allows a rogue process to read all memory, even
when it is not authorized to do so. (Wikipedia)
A purely software workaround to Meltdown has been
assessed as slowing computers between 5 and 30
percent. (Wikipedia; other sources agree.)
Initial patches were buggy.

The Villain’s after Sweet Sue again
●

●

●

Spectre is a side channel attack exploiting a flaw
in branch prediction hardware on Intel, AMD,
ARM, and POWER machines.
CVE-2017-5753 (bounds check bypass, spectrev1) and CVE-2017-5715 (branch target injection,
spectre-v2), have been issued.
JIT engines used for JavaScript were found
vulnerable. A website can read data stored in the
browser for another website, or the browser's
memory itself.

Further Spectre issues
●

●

●

●

“As [Spectre] is not easy to fix, it will haunt us
for quite some time.”
It’s a class of problems; the two CVEs so far
won’t be the last of their kind.
Recent patches slow machines down and
cause instabilities.
Spectre can allow malicious programs to induce
a hypervisor to transmit the data to a guest
system running on top of it.

But who would attack the SKA?
●

●

●

The Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence BOINC
system (Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing) succumbed to a distributed denial of
service attack in July 2004.
“A misconfiguration or failure of a sensor may cause
the network to be flooded by packets forwarded on
all ports. In effect this failure mode may be
considered a self-inflicted Distributed Denial of
Service (DDoS) attack.” (Broekema, Twelker,
Romão, Grosso, Nieuwpoort, & Bal, CF’17).
That is, “attacks” and “accidents” can be similar.

There is always an example
●

●

●

The Zadko telescope near Perth was cyberattacked in August 2017.
Just when astronomers wanted to observe a rare
and important event, they were unable to steer
their telescope for two days.
Why would their attacker not attack the SKA?

Theft of physical components
●

●
●
●

In December 2017, China opened a 0.6 mile stretch
of “solar road”. Five days later it was closed
because thieves had stolen one of the panels and
damaged others.
http://www.latimes.com/world/asia/la-fg-china-solar-t
heft-20180109-story.html
Computing equipment is often stolen.
Just the network gear alone will be a tempting target.
“Computer systems are good targets for vandalism.”
https://docstore.mik.ua/orelly/networking/puis/ch12_
02.htm

Theft of resources
●

●

●

On Monday the 12th of February 2018, Australian
government web sites (amongst others) were hit by a
crypto-jacking attack. The UK too.
Crypto-jacking is where you take over someone else’s
compute to “mine” some cryptocurrency. You don’t care
what the machine would otherwise have been doing.
“In December the Guardian reported that nearly 1 billion
visitors to the video sites Openload, Streamango,
Rapidvideo and OnlineVideoConverter were also being
crypto-jacked.”

Theft of resources (2)
●

There are other more “traditional” reasons to
steal resources: spamming, password cracking,
espionage (decryption) amongst others.

Other Motivations
●

●

●
●

Ransom: “pay us $$$ or we shall destroy your
data.”
Political: “look how incompetent those people
are, unable to protect their system”
Ego: “see what I can do!”
Accident: you can lose data due to bugs in
other people’s code.

An important issue
●

●

●

●

Software security vulnerabilities are often due
to errors.
See the Common Weakness Enumeration at
https://cwe.mitre.org/
This means that static checking tools (and
dynamic mitigations) for security weaknesses
are likely to improve software quality in other
ways.
It’s not a zero-sum game!

Some issues
●
●

●

●

●

Encryption on all external traffic is a good idea.
Modern CPUs (SPARC T3 and later, ARM, Pentium,
POWER 7+ and later, z9 and later) have hardware support
for AES (Advanced Encryption Standard).
Recent Pentium and AMD systems have a CLMUL (Carryless Multiplication) instruction to accelerate other
cryptosystems.
Linux supports access-control-list in addition to traditional
Unix file permissions.
It’s already there; let’s use it.

User-space hardening
●

Stack protector (B6700 did this in 70s)

●

Heap protector (B6700 did this in 70s)

●

Address Space Layout Randomisation (B6700 did
something similar in 70s)

●

Built as Position Independent Executable (ditto)

●

Non-eXecutable Memory (ditto)

●

●

All these help to detect programming errors as well as
making attacks harder.
It is not a zero-sum game.

Be wary of new code
●

●

●

You can compute cryptographic hashes of
programs you intend to run, and refuse to run
them if the hashes have changed.
This detects (some) file system errors as well
as providing protection.
Dynamically executing shell/Perl/Python/Guile
&c code is a serious risk. There is a good
reason why JavaScript doesn’t handle JSON by
executing it as JavaScript any more!

OpenStack
●

●

●

●

●

The OpenStack project includes security work. See
https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Security
They provide a program, Bandit, to seek security flaws in
Python code (like DALiuGE).
They provide a “lightweight public key infrastructure”,
Anchor, for short-term certificates.
They have a list of 139 “security advisories” and 82
“security notes” since 2011.
There is a book advising developers how to avoid security
problems https://docs.openstack.org/security-guide/

Findings
●
●

●

●

●

There is a credible risk to the SKA.
Other Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems face similar threats.
Techniques devised to protect SCADA and
Cloud systems are likely to suit the SKA.
Linux supports a range of protection methods
with varying scopes and costs.
There’s stuff worth adopting from OpenStack

Recommendations
●

●

Since vulnerabilities overlap so much with
bugs, all software developed for the SKA
should be checked using inspections and static
checking programs, such as PyLint and MyPy
for Python. Suitable tools also exist for C, C++,
and Fortran
The cost of using Linux features such as stack
protector and heap protector should be
experimentally determined for some of the SKA
software in order to set policies for using them.

Recommendations (2)
●

●

A short “guide to developing less insecure
software” should be produced and given to people
writing software for the SKA.
It should cover
–

Using static checking facilities standardly available for
C, C++, Fortran, and Python.

–

Using additional static checking tools.

–

How to do informal inspections.

–

How to use valgrind (system for debugging and profiling
Linux programs)

–

Selected material from OpenStack and CWE (Common
Weakness Enumeration)

Recommendations (3)
●

At least two static checking tools for each
programming language to be used in the SKA
should be evaluated on existing code to
determine their suitability. (Open Parallel have
obtained evaluation licences for some Fortran
tools.)

What we have been doing (at OP)
●
●

Determining whether there is a problem
Surveying hardening/mitigation techniques
(only a few are listed in these slights)

●

Locating checking tools

●

Obtaining evaluation licences

●

Obtaining large scientific codes to evaluate on
(3 GCMs, a QM code, and AIPS)

What to do next
●

Try Bandit and PyLint on DALiuGE (MyPy
needs type annotations that the DALiuGE
authors should provide).

●

Try the Fortran tools on the Fortran codes.

●

Write a report on the results.

●

Draft a less-insecure-programming booklet.

●

Once again, this is not a zero-sum game.

●

Less insecure code is less buggy code.
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